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n November 29 and 30, Dignity Foundation organised an all-India level contest for its members on
the theme of Diwali decorations. There were four
categories in the contest – decorating of ‘diya’, ‘rangoli’,
‘toran’ (door hanging) and lantern. Members enthusiastically participated and sent their video entries displaying phenomenal talent and creativity. These entries were
judged by Usha Mantri, a lecturer for 22 years with a deep
interest in arts and crafts. At the end of the two-day YouTube event, the winners were announced:
• Rangoli: Shashikala Kadam, Sanjay Nagar CMC, Bengaluru.
• Lantern: Suman Kaistha, Safdarjung CMC, Delhi NCR.
• Diya: Varsha Ahuja, Chembur CMC, Mumbai.
• Toran: Nirmala Krishnaswamy, Anna Nagar CMC, Chennai.
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Azim Premji Foundation
Day Care Centres
Vijayanagar Day Care
Centre: Bengaluru
yyBeautiful water candles were made by members for Diwali after a session was held on
November 3 to teach them how to use water
and oil for making amazing water candles.
All were excited to learn something new.

yyOn November 4, Inner Wheel Club of
Bangalore celebrated Diwali with our
members. A traditional prayer ritual was
held and members adorned their hands
with henna and colourful bangles. The Inner
Wheel team led by S Shakuntala distributed
sweets and fruits to our members.
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yyNational Cancer Awareness Day is observed
on November 7. The next day, we organised
an awareness talk to educate our members
about cancer, its treatment and its
symptoms. Dr. Rekha Rajendra Kumar, a
well-known gynaecologist and a member of
Cancer Society of Karnataka, enlightened
our members about cervical, oral and
breast cancer. The event was conducted in
association with Lions Club, Bangalore.

yyUnder the theme of ‘Best out of Waste’,
members learned ways to reuse plastic food
containers, create pencil and pen holders
and beautiful low-cost dream-catchers using
paper plates.
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yyOn November 9, a monthly health check-up
was conducted by Dr. Sushma Patil. Diabetic
screening and blood pressure was monitored
for all. Multivitamins and iron supplements
were distributed too.

yyThe Inner Wheels Club team observed
National Education Day on November 11. The
principal of Model High School spoke about
the importance of education and learning.
The team distributed books and pencils to
our members.
yyOn World Kindness Day, members fed
street dogs biscuits. They also visited those
members who were sick and bedridden.
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yyOn November 15, Children’s Day was
celebrated at our centre. Members coloured
handmade cards for their grandchildren and
danced for them. The members were so
happy and excited to gift those cards to their
grandchildren.

yyGeriatric group counselling on psychosocial
issues was conducted by the staff
psychologist and programme manager.
Topics covered included fall prevention and
its management. Tai Chi exercises were also
taught to improve balance and prevent falls.
yyNational Law Day was observed on November
26. Poornima Sharma, a senior advocate
of the High Court and Supreme Court and
secretary of the International Bar Council
was invited to deliver a talk on elder rights
and safety.
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Mullima Nagar Day Care
Centre: Chennai
yyOur 78 registered members engage in a
wide range of daily activities like prayer
and meditation, newspaper reading, fitness
sessions, cognitive stimulation, literacy
sessions, gardening and other special
activities. On November 2, 16 and 30, health
examinations were held during which our
members were inspected by physicians and
medicines were distributed on need basis.
yyOn November 4, a Diwali celebration was
organised. The managing director of Maatram
Educational and Charitable Trust honoured
the occasion with his presence. The function
had a range of cultural programmes.
Members participated in a ‘diya’ making
workshop. The chief guest appreciated the
members for their active participation and
offered a motivational speech on how to be
happy and healthy even when life throws
challenges.

yyOn November 11, members engaged in
a rainbow string painting activity. Thread,
paper and paint were used to learn about
the cause and effect of colour mixing. The
patterns turned out to be rather stunning!
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yyA member of the Penn Nalam organisation
anchored a session on cancer awareness
November 22. Members were informed that
chewing tobacco can lead to major health
problems, including cancer. Members took
an oath to cease chewing tobacco and to
raise awareness on cancer within their
communities.
yyA session titled ‘Protection against Elder
Abuse’ was organised on November 29.
Members were educated on the types of
elder abuse like financial abuse, emotional
abuse, physical abuse and sexual abuse.
Members were trained to recognise the
type of abuse and were encouraged and
empowered to speak up against it.
yyThe centre’s operations were hampered
by the heavy rain and flooding in Chennai.
Despite the flood, our staff made certain
that our members did not go hungry. Our
team visited them at their homes during the
incessant rains and delivered food packs to
them on a regular basis.
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Jogeshwari Day Care
Centre: Mumbai

APF Initiaitves

learned to make necklaces and earrings for
women.

yyNewspaper reading is one of the daily
activities which boosts members’ knowledge
and keeps them connected to the world.
Members read newspapers with interest
and discuss the major updates with each
other.

yyThe centre manager visited the families of
two of our members who passed away this
month. He consoled them with compassion
and assured them moral and emotional
support.

yyThe monthly doctor visit by Dr. Rajesh Chauhan
was organised on November 10. Members
shared their health concerns with him and
received advice and recommendations from
the doctor.

yyOn the occasion of Diwali, members came
well-dressed and took part in a ‘rangoli’
competition. They also danced and sang
their hearts out.

yyTo create a livelihood for senior citizens,
an imitation jewellery-making workshop
was organised on November 12. Members
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yyMembers were informed of the Government
of India’s provision to apply for Universal
Pass for those who are fully vaccinated. The
members also assisted to apply for and get
their passes. Now, members have a hasslefree experience in shops, markets and trains
due to the Universal Pass.

yyA short film was screened to understand
what domestic violence is and how to tackle
it. After the screening, a frank and lively
discussion was held on the topic.

Dr. Sheilu Sreenivasan visited
the Jogeshwari Day Care Centre
in Mumbai to wish all the
beneficiaries a very happy
Diwali. Members welcomed
her wholeheartedly and spent
quality time interacting with her!

Team Dignity Foundation celebrated
Diwali with elan on 2nd November
at Bombay Gymkhana. A sumptuous
buffet was enjoyed by all members of
the head office and coordinators of
Mumbai’s programmes. Special thanks
to Dr. Sheilu Sreenivasan, Founder
President and Mr. Gopal Sreenivasan
for hosting this fantastic lunch!
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Mumbai
Our Mumbai helpline number
received a call from M Divyesh
(name changed), a resident of
Mira Road. He complained of
continuous loud noises from the
apartment above their residence.
This had been causing immense
trouble to his mother, who is a senior citizen.
Her health took a toll due to lack of sleep
caused by the loud noises at odd hours.
Divyesh had already made many requests to
the society to intervene, but no action was
taken.
When Dignity Foundation got to know of
this issue, the helpline team contacted the
owner of the concerned flat from where the
noises were emanating. The owner was asked
to intervene and he did so by instructing his
tenant to be considerate. After this measure

Dignity helpline

was taken, the noises from
the apartment have reduced
considerably. The owner has also
decided not to extend the lease
of his tenant as he is a nuisance
to the members of the society.
Divyesh’s mother is thankful that
her health concerns were taken
seriously and prompt action was taken by DF.
Delhi NCR
Our Delhi NCR helpline number received a
call requesting assistance in procuring a
wheelchair for a needy senior citizen. The
team tapped multiple resources to aid the
caller. Finally, with the support of a generous
donor, Shampa Siddiqui, we were able to
arrange for and send a brand new wheelchair
to the doorstep of the indigent senior citizen.
He was very thankful and grateful for the help.

1800 267 8780
Dignity Foundation’s PAN INDIA Number
for Senior Citizens (above 60 years) to:

• Report Elder Abuse
• Avail trustworthy information
• Get first-cut legal advice
• Request for counselling for reducing stress
• Join Loneliness Mitigation Centres (online)
• Plus, avail many more services across 6 cities in India:
Delhi-NCR, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Chennai, Kolkata & Pune.
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Bengaluru
Jayanagar Centre
yyDr. Suvarna Alladi, a professor of neurology at NIMHANS Bangalore, gave a
wonderful presentation on
causes and types of dementia in the elderly. She
also explained the precautions to be taken to prevent
the onset of dementia. Dr.
Alladi and Dr. Girish Rao, a
professor of epidemiology,
answered all the queries of
the members.

yySuresh Bailur narrated
two short
stories written by him
– one relat- Suresh Bailur
ed to child
psychology and another on
inter-caste marriage. The
narration was highly appreciated by everyone.
yyDr. Steve
Paul completed his
MBBS and
DGM. He
is current- Dr. Steve Paul
ly pursuing
Ph.D. on Frailty Dementia.
He has over 10 years of ex-

perience in the field and has
served as an HOD at Jubilee
Medical College and Medical Institute. He presented a
talk on healthy ageing, which
was very informative.
yyAnitha Shettar presented
her poems written in Kannada for which music was
composed by her friend
Jaya Bhat. The lyrics were
too good and the music
composition was also very
professional.

Vidyaranyapura Centre
yyMany interesting sessions
were conducted at the centre. Rama Thyagaraj explained meaning of Vishnusahasranama, K Vasu
conducted a fun-filled quiz
and riddles programme
and S R Nagaraj presented
a self-composed film sto8

ry embedded with popular
songs.
yyLalitha Iyer recounted her
experiences at Aranmula
Mandir and boat races. R R
Sindhe, as part of Sugama
Sangeetha, conducted two
episodes. Triveni Murthy
gave a musical rendering

for some classical Kannada
songs.
yyRaman Kutty discussed
modern social systems. History and thought-provoking
subjects such as symmetric
systems in nature were discussed by Dr. R P Sahu.
yyCookery, a popular pro-

gramme, was conducted by
D M Rao. He explained the
reason behind the popularity and many uses of brinjal.
Triveni Murthy shared an
insight into T P Kailasam’s
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dramas. Sushma Shrikant
gave an introduction of
some roles from Sri Ku Vem
Pu’s ‘Ramayana Darshana’.

the Indian calendar system.
‘My Interaction with Puneet
Rajkumar’ was Jaya Lakshmi’s topic of presentation,
in which she sang some of
Rajkumar’s best songs.

yyB R Prabhakar talked about

Sanjay Nagar Centre
yyDr. S R
Nagaraj
made
a
beautiful
presentation on the
Dr S R Nagaraj
topic ‘A Bag
of K’. He included many famous things starting with
the alphabet K. He showed

beautiful places in Kashmir
and Karnataka, elaborated on the most successful
king of Mysore, Kevadia jungle safari and the Statue of
Unity, life of the astronaut
Kalpana Chawla, making of
‘kesari bhat’, etc.
yyKarnataka Rajyotsava is
one of the biggest celebra-

tions in Karnataka. S
Shilpa, the
resource
person,
conducted
S Shilpa
a quiz on
this topic and highlighted
the lesser known information for our members.

Vijayanagar Centre
yyOn the occasion of Diwali,
members celebrated the
festival by lighting their
homes. Songs of Goddess
Durga were recited by Latha
Kamath.
yyOn the occasion of Kannada Rajyotsava, Ranganath
Rao hosted a Kannada quiz
programme consisting of
various questions based
on the culture, heritage

and history of Kannada
language and Karnataka
state.
yyM K Krishna gave an
insightful
talk on how
to lead a
satisfacM K Krishna
tory
life
based on simple terms. He
gave an explanation as to

how a person benefits from
leading a simple life. All the
members felt that the programme was very valuable
in today’s complex world.
yyThe doctors of Ramaiah
Hospital hosted online
programmes involving various physical activities like
yoga, physiotherapy and
other simple exercises for
a healthy life.
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Ration Distribution
Rama Subban, our member, contributed
towards the distribution of 80 ration kits
to needy beneficiaries on the occasion of
Diwali. He has been supporting this cause
for the past three years despite his multiple

health issues and hospitalisations. He firmly
believes that he gets blessings from those
whom he benefits through ration donation.
We pray for his good health.

Chennai

Dementia Day Care Centre
yy Our Dementia Day Care
Centre provides a host
of services to care for
people with dementia and
support their families. The
services include orientation
therapy, physical exercises,
social activities, cognitive
rehabilitation and stimulation
and sensory stimulation.
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The centre hosted an event
to observe Men’s Day on
November 19. Male members
arrived in traditional attire
and did a ramp walk at the
centre. Members enjoyed
being honoured and they
participated in the event
actively.
yy Despite the challenges,
our members took part in
the all-India Diwali event
wherein they demonstrated
their skills in ‘diya’ painting,
lantern-making and ‘rangoli’
decoration.

December 2021
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All Centres
yyOn November 15, members
celebrated Diwali virtually
with zest and excitement.
Nirmala
Krishnaswamy
and Revathy Subramaniam
were the masters of the
ceremony
(MCs).
Our
member S Sakunthala
sang a prayer song. Diyas
were lit at the DF office and
all the members ignited
lamps at their homes at the
same time. Everyone was
dressed in ethnic clothes
and the Diwali rituals were
performed together.

yyA Diwali skit was organised
by a team of six members
on the theme of spreading
love and sharing love. Our
members’ ‘Villu Paatu’
performance
elevated
the event to a new level
with everyone enjoying
the songs. A one-act
drama was presented by
member T C Ragupathy
about the Mahabharata
character Dhitarashtra. The
Diwali poem delivered by
member V T M Prakasam
was enthralling. Member

Thiruveni V recounted her
life story of good triumphing
over evil, which sparked a
lot of thought among the
members.
yyOur members practise
singing
every
Tuesday.
Regular
sessions
on
jokes and yoga were also
organised on Mondays and
Thursdays.

Ration Distribution
We provided dry rations to 70 households
at Mullima Nagar slum. Our ration delivery,
despite the incessant rains and flood,
was much appreciated by the recipients.
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Delhi NCR
Safdarjung Centre
yyMembers
began
the
month of November with a
refreshing quiz for mental
stimulation. Trivia on the
ancient epic of Ramayana
was used to create the quiz
questions and it was a good
way to jog their memory.
yyIn
another
session,
members were asked to

memorise
the
objects
shown in three different
slides, within a given time
limit. They were then made
to recall those objects. The
game turned out to be fun
and entertaining.
yyMembers participated in
a debate wherein each
participant
contributed

his or her thoughts. Also,
coordinator Susmita Grover
conducted a drama session,
replete with humour. Songs
of legendary singers like
Kishore Kumar and Lata
Mangeshkar
too
were
joyously sung in a musical
evening held later in the
month.

Combined Sessions
yyNCR Chapter offered
two all-India
sessions this
month. We
Dimpi Singh
invited holistic healthcare counsellor
Dimpi Singh to share tips
for festive eating and detoxification post Diwali celebrations. We also had a fabulous opportunity of inviting
an author of middles, Krishan Kalra. During the session ‘Potpourri of Everyday
Life’ he shared his inspiring journey of becoming an
author and some delightful
12

stories from his book.
yy‘Diwali Ki Dhoom’ saw
members
dressed
in
beautiful traditional attire.
They decorated diyas and
shared
their
favourite
Diwali memories in a virtual
celebration.

yyAn origami session was
organised wherein members
learned the art of paper
folding. It was conducted by
the Joint Secretary Monica
Bhardwaj of the Origami
Club of Delhi. Members
thoroughly enjoyed creating
origami lanterns and boxes.
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yyTo celebrate Children’s Day,
the grandchildren of our
members came forward
to put up some amazing
performances for their
grandparents. From singing
beautiful songs to dancing

and reciting mantras and
hymns, the little ones made
the session truly special.
Members were ecstatic
to see their grandchildren
perform.
yyOn World Diabetes Day, Dr.
Amit Arora was invited to talk
about diabetes and how it
affects the elderly. Dr. Arora
also busted some of the
myths around diabetes and
shared tips on prevention

CHAPTER UPDATES

and cure for the disease.
yyWe also celebrated the
birthdays of members born
in November. Members
were engaged in two
interesting games – a six
second challenge where
members had to answer
easy questions within six
seconds and a Hindi riddles
game, the answers to which
made them all laugh out
loud.

DLF Phase II Centre

National Media Centre

yyAfter the high-pitched Diwali week, a
meditation session was held to help
members to calm down and relax. Later,
World Kindness Day was celebrated to
showcase the importance of being kind in
a world where kindness is nearly forgotten.
yyThe centre also had the opportunity to gather
for a physical session and members had a
great time singing songs and chatting with
each other. It was evident that members had
been missing these physical interactions.
yyMarking International Men’s Day, a unique
session titled ‘Mard Ko Bhi Dard Hota Hai’
was conducted to talk about the issues
faced by men and understanding the social
conditioning of men. During the session, an
audiovisual clip was streamed, followed by a
spirited discussion.
yyA session on storytelling was also conducted
where members shared funny stories that
spread cheerful smiles.

yyThe month began with delightful sessions
of poetry and music. In another session,
members actively participated in sharing
their favourite Panchatantra stories.
yyDiwali being a festival of fun, frolic and feasts,
our members welcomed the festivities by
exchanging recipes of traditional sweets and
savouries. After all, the festival of lights is
also the festival of flavours!
yyCoordinator Prema Nair made members
play a word game by making them guess
the missing letters in the given words.
This session was conducted in-person at
the centre and was followed by a beautiful
evening of retro songs.
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Kolkata
Dhakuria Centre
yyThe
centre
celebrated
Bijoya
Sammilani
on
November 13 at Surya Sen
Mancha. It has been almost
two years since members
participated in an event like
this due to the restrictions
imposed by the pandemic.
The event was organised
with the eager initiative of
the members. Members
sang melodious songs.
Some members recited
poems, others performed
dances. Volunteers were
felicitated that day for their
services. The highlight of
the program was a song by
an octogenarian member.

Member perform in Bijoya
Sammilani

Volunteers Certificate
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yyDignity
Foundation
presented
a
musical
evening on November 22.
Songs of the well-known
musician Banikantha Saha
were sung by him online.
All the chapters of Kolkata
joined the programme.
Saha played lovely melodies
on his harmonium and
sang beautiful songs. The
members sat spellbound
listening to his tunes and
melodious voice.
yyMembers met on November
23 to celebrate the birth
anniversary of the legendary
musician, music composer,
poet and lyricist, Salil
Chaudhury. The programme
started with two beautiful
poems
of
Chaudhury
followed by his magnificent
melodious songs. Some
members
recited
his
poems. The event was very
entertaining.

Salt Lake
Centre
yyOn November 3, member
Sibani Maulik showcased
the
beautiful
Diwali
decoration at her house.
yyOn November 16, a spiritual
talk was conducted by
the members on Shree
Ramakrishna Saranam.
yyOn November 20, yoga for
the throat was conducted by
trainer Arun Sen.

yyMembers had a discussion
on how we celebrated the
festival of Durga Puja.
yyOn November 25, we also
celebrated Children’s Day
in which children performed
a variety of dances, poems,
songs, etc.
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Baguiati Centre
yyOn November 2 there was
a Diwali celebration by the
Dignitarians of Baguiati
Centre.
yyOn November 9, members
celebrated Bijaya Sammilani
with 38 members with
different cultural activities.

Women
wore
colourful
sarees and men wore
traditional attires. Food
packets were distributed
after the programme.
yyOn November 14, i.e.
Children’s Day, Dignitarians
distributed essential items

and healthy food packets to
the needy and poor children.
It was a memorable day.
yyOther interesting events
were
‘antakshari’,
storytelling,
birthday
celebration and individual
performances.

Behala Centre
yyThe centre arranged a musical programme
by eminent singer and music composer
Bani Kanto Saha on November 22. Saha
started his career with All India Radio and
became a renowned singer thereafter. Many
participants from Bengal and Mumbai sang

to his tunes.
yyThe centre invited Gopa Banerjee, a noted
singer in Bengal, to teach vocal music to
interested members. The first music class
was held on November 23 with 15 members.

Bani Kanto Saha

Gopa Banerjee with members
15
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Ration Distribution
This month, the Kolkata Chapter distributed ration among 30 underprivileged senior citizens
at Purbalok Day Care Centre on November 23.

Mumbai
Powai Centre
yyWith regular sessions of
yoga, aerobics and music,
members
had
some
memorable
programmes
that included a Diwali party
and a session on stroke
prevention.
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yyOn November 10, 30
members of Powai came
together at a club after
18 months. They had a
group lunch, played games,
engaged in chit chat and
participated in a beautiful
photo session. As they
met after such a long
period, their energies and
excitement were very high.
yyOn
November
24, a
session was organised at
the Hiranandani Hospital
by Dr. Megha Dhamne, a

consultant
neurologist
and Dr. Vidya Rao Karane,
a
consultant
neuro
physiotherapist.
They
discussed the cause, effect
and prevention of stroke.
As many as 30+ members
attended this session.

December 2021

Dadar Centre
yyThe centre celebrated Diwali with enthusiasm and happiness.
All members came dressed in their finest, enjoyed snacks,
played games and sang their hearts out.
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yyS Sushil, a former member
of the centre, started
conducting free musical
classes for our members.
As members are very fond
of music, they have been
enjoying his sessions.

Thane Centre
yyOn November 22, Jagannath
Kargudri
took a session
on Jagannath
time man- Kargudri
agement.
He said that time is most
valuable because it is highly
limited and cannot be purchased. He made many useful suggestions such as preparing a to-do list, avoiding
procrastination, etc.
yyOn November 16, Pradeep
Malgi took a session on em-

inent siblings.
He
gave
the
members
interesting
information
Pradeep Malgi
about some
of the renowned siblings
who made their mark in the
fields of sports, journalism,
entertainment and cinema.
yyOn November 11, under the
genre of ‘Comforting Conversations for the Elderly’,
Juhi Darwani conducted an
interactive session on the
topic of facing fear. She dis-

cussed the
common
fears which
senior citizens face,
especially Juhi Darwani
the fear of
demise. As it was a sensitive
subject, she encouraged a
lighter side and emphasised
that communication with
near ones on the subject is
very necessary. The session
played an important role in
teaching members how to
overcome their fears and
ended with a cheerful song.

CALL IF ISSUE NOT RECEIVED

Subscribers who have not received the hard copy of DIGNITY DIALOGUE
may please call 915 201 7120 And immediately get a replacement.
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Dementia Day Care Centre
We have a total of six members
at the centre – three renewed
and three new members. We
conduct regular activities
like meditation and prayers,
chair yoga, colouring, music
therapy and counselling at the
centre. This time Diwali was
celebrated with the members
with the exchange of gifts and
chocolates.
Case 1: Salim Lakhani
When Salim Lakhani enrolled
at our centre in September, he
was very aggressive. He would
shout at all the staff members
of the centre. He would refuse

to cooperate at every step.
However, with compassion
and empathy exhibited by the
staff, he started trusting the
staff members and slowly
became friendly with them.
At the end of three months
at the centre, he is a much
calmer and relaxed person.
He plays games, listens to
music and entertains the
other members with his good
sense of humour.
Case 2: Edmund Fernandez
When Edmund Fernandez was
brought to our centre, he was
in a very unkempt condition.

He had a sudden onset of
dementia while he was in his
office. Ever since, his family
had been clueless about how
to care for him. The staff of the
centre took special efforts to
clean him and integrate him
into the day care centre. He
used to remain lost in thought
and wouldn’t participate in
any activities. But over a
period of time, he is taking
interest in socialising with
other members at the centre.
He is also talking to his family
members at home. He enjoys
his time at the centre and at
home he often asks his family
members the whereabouts of
the centre staff.

Pune
Lulla Nagar
Centre

Kalyani
Nagar Centre

yyOn November 10, a music
class was organised at
the Lulla Nagar CMC for
members of all the Pune
centres by music teacher
Maya Rana. Our members
enjoy singing and music
therapy has helped many
to endure loneliness during
the lockdowns

yyOn
November
22,
we invited Kamakoty
Krishnamoorthy to anchor
a session on yoga and
meditation. He explained
that to reach selfawareness one can use
different techniques such
as hatha yoga, kriya yoga,
vipassana, etc.
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Wanawadi Centre

Magarpatta Centre

yy Members of the Wanawadi CMC are fond of music and are very committed to the music class.

yy Activities with physical presence of the members
resumed at Magarapatta CMC this month. It
was an emotional reunion of all the members
while adhering to all the necessary precautions.
In-person sessions are only held on Mondays.
Events like birthday party, antakshari, fun
games, musical chair, etc. were conducted to
keep the members active and engaged.

yyOn November 26, Wanawadi CMC celebrated
birthdays of their members physically at the
premise after long time. In this celebration,
members S Sundaram and Harish Rao
played the mouth organ and a few members
danced too.

Scan the QR codes below with any QR scanner app,
or your phone’s camera, and join Dignity Foundation today.
Scan for
Magazine

DIGNITY
DIALOGUE
THE MAGAZINE FOR PRODUCTIVE AGEING

Scan for
Chai Masti
Centers
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Loneliness Mitigation
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Loneliness Mitigation Centres
Ananda Yaan, Mumbai
yyOn November 10, actor
Shilpa Mehta who has
worked in many Hindi films
and television serials visited
the Byculla centre of Ananda
Yaan. She interacted with
the members and spent
quality time with them talking
about her films, shows and
upcoming projects. Many
members took photographs
with her and appreciated
her humble nature.

yyAnanda Yaan distributed dry
ration kits to 158 members
along with Diwali sweets for
all the 200+ members.

yyA doctor’s visit for both
Byculla and Worli centres
was
organised
where
members got their routine
check-ups done and received
hassle-free
consultation
from the doctor. As many
as 60 members from both
the centres were supported
with free consultation and
medical support.
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yyOn November 18, students
of
Government
Dental
College
conducted
a
dental camp for both the
Ananda Yaan centres. They
checked the oral health of
all members and treated
them with compassion.
Members were happy to
receive high-quality service
for free during the dental
camp.

December 2021
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Meghwadi, Mumbai
yyIn November, the Meghwadi
centre executed various
activities and events to
enrich the lives of senior
citizens. Along with regular
yoga and zumba, three
doctors’ visits by Dr. Rajesh
Chauhan were organised
along with two counselling
sessions
by
Pradnya
Ganala, a musical event
by A Abraham and art and
craft sessions by Mrunal
Kamble. Programmes like
birthday celebration, Diwali
celebration and rangoli
competition
were
also
organised and enjoyed by
the members.
yyAs many as 29 members
received support for their
medicine costs. Also, ration
donations were made to 60
members.

Birthday Celebration

Ration Distribution

Medicine Distribution

Doctor’s visit

Bhim Nagar and Siddharth Nagar, Pune
yyThe centres at Bhim Nagar and Siddharth
Nagar run at full capacity, serving the
vulnerable senior citizens living in the
slums. Activities like games, yoga,
storytelling, quiz and puzzle sessions in

the local language are conducted regularly.
yyIn the festival season, 61 ration kits along
with Diwali sweets were distributed among
the underprivileged members of the LMCs
of Pune.
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Loneliness Mitigation

December 2021

Ration For Elderly Poor, Mumbai
yyUp to 80 regular beneficiaries
of Jogeshwari Day Care Centre
received ration and safety kits on
November 1.
yyOn November 2, 29 regular
beneficiaries received ration kits
with special Diwali sweets.
yyUp to 108 beneficiaries at E-Moses
Ananda Yaan Centre received ration
kits with special Diwali sweets on
November 2.
yyAt the Byculla Ananda Yaan Centre,
50 beneficiaries were given ration
kits with special Diwali sweets on
November 3.
yyAt the Meghwadi LMC, 35 ration
kits with special Diwali sweets
were distributed on November 1.

Obituary

Rukmaji Mahabdi (83)
Jogeshwari Day Care
Centre, Mumbai
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It is with a very heavy heart that Dignity Foundation introduced
this column in April 2021. In this issue, we mourn the passing
away of three of our members. To the family of the deceased
members, we convey our deepest sympathies.

Ulka Patil (65)
Jogeshwari Day Care
Centre, Mumbai

Dr. K H Manjunath (71)
Sanjay Nagar, Bengaluru

DIGNITY LIFESTYLE

November 2021

Festival, Health Camp and more
yyDiwali celebrations started from November
3 with a music concert by Sandeep Banerjee
and his group. Next day, Laxmi Poojan was
conducted in the temple and prayer room.
Our independent living residents as well as
assisted living residents celebrated Diwali by
bursting a few firecrackers. Bhajan Sandhya
was organised on November 15, which filled
our entire township with devotion.

yyDr. Abhitej Mhaske from Lifeline Hospital held
an orthopaedic camp for the residents. He
checked all the independent living residents
and eight assisted living residents during
the camp.
yyOn November 30, a music session was
organised for the residents. Songs were
sung to the tune of harmoniums and tablas.
Members enjoyed themselves a lot. Music
therapy helps to relieve pain and reduces
stress and anxiety among the members.
yyJaya Kamath, a resident, celebrated the
birthday of her daughter. About 35 residents
participated on this occasion and enjoyed
the celebration.
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